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A WTD Case Study –
Account Takeover*
Detect
The Fraud Analyst had configured a rule to
send an email alert and create an incident

when the Web Threat Detection threat score
for Behavior exceeded 95 on a transaction
page in their online banking application

accompanied by an excessive number of

profile updates generated by the same IP. The
rule was triggered.

Review
The Fraud Analyst was immediately able to

drill down into the web session for the user

with the high Behavior score. He was able to

see that during this web session the user had
accessed an account that had been

categorized as “inactive” due to lack of

activity. As soon as the user accessed the

account, he changed the email address and
phone number so the true account owner
couldn’t be notified. The user’s IP was half
way around the world from where the
account was located.

Drilling down, the Fraud Analyst also
discovered that this IP address had

attempted to access multiple accounts. If he
couldn’t gain access the first time, he

wouldn’t make a second attempt so as to

avoid tripping off the multiple log in attempt
controls most institutions deploy.

Respond
The Fraud Analyst created a new rule that
creates an incident each time an inactive
account is accessed and sends the IP

accessing the account to a customer service
page.

*Based on actual customer case study
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The ever evolving fraud landscape makes it difficult for organizations to
identify and respond to fraud until account takeover or other loss occurs.
New and increasingly sophisticated ways to perpetrate fraud are
constantly being developed and deployed, making it extremely difficult
to keep pace with the individual fraud attempts targeting an
organization’s website. In addition, these malicious activities are
occurring right alongside legitimate web traffic, making it easy for
fraudsters to mask their activities. Adding to this burden is the fact that
site users have little tolerance for any security measure that negatively
impacts their online experience.

Fraud Detection Through Behavioral Intelligence
Web Threat Detection (WTD) is an fraud detection platform that helps
organizations identify in real time and respond on the fly to even the
most sophisticated (and newest) fraud – without discouraging legitimate
users from using your site. WTD’s Behavioral Intelligence drives a
feedback loop that continuously improves threat detection capabilities.
––Detect Web Threat Detection includes an out of the box rules library
with FI-specific alerts and responses that can be customized and
expanded. Rules address high impact areas including application
security, account takeover, password guessing and robotic activity that
lead to chargebacks and other losses. Threat Scores for common attack
types and anomalies can be used to enrich rules.
––Review Web Threat Detection exposes all online activity for each site
user in real time, enabling you to drill down into individual web
sessions, visitors and pages to identify and investigate fraudulent
behavior and activities. WTD simplifies and speeds manual reviews with
a streamlined interface designed specifically to facilitate forensic
investigation. WTD puts all session and user data at your fingertips, not
only speeding manual review but providing a deep and nuanced
understanding of your threat landscape.
––Respond Web Threat Detection’s rules engine allows you to configure
real-time alerts and responses based on threat scores, elements from
the clickstream and imported data files including RSA data feeds which
include compromised IPs and emails, mule accounts and drop addresses
and even compromised credit cards. WTD data, cases, alerts and scores
can be pushed to external applications including email, syslog, case
management, decisioning and analytics. With WTD you can control how
you treat both your true online banking customers and the criminals
posing as them.
The Detect-Review-Respond cycle is a virtuous and repeatable one. It
provides your organization with total visibility into the bad – and good –
actors on your site so that you can in turn address your particular fraud
pain points without impacting legitimate customers.
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WTD – Detecting Even
the Most Sophisticated Fraud
Web Threat Detection is an incredibly

versatile platform that can identify even the

most sophisticated fraud and other forms of
disruptive online behavior.

Online frauds that our customers have used
WTD to detect include:
––Account takeover
––Fraudulent money movement
––Password guessing – horizontal
––Password guessing – vertical
––Fraudulent account set up
––Credential harvesting
––Credential testing
––Mobile and web session hijacking
––Account used to accept proceeds from
fraudulent rewards scheme
––Money order fraud – malware redirects
payments to fraudster’s account
––Remote deposit fraud – VPN/Proxy
––“Pump and dump” stock trades
Other threats that WTD has exposed in our
customers’ environments include:
––DDoS attack (application layer)
––Site scraping
––Vulnerability probing
––Business logic abuse
––Improper site functionality

WTD distills elements from the clickstream – data that can be used to
identify fraud and other disruptive online behaviors that would
otherwise remain hidden – and makes it consumable and actionable by
both humans and external applications. A powerful stand-alone fraud
detection tool, Web Threat Detection is also the ideal foundation for your
entire fraud detection ecosystem.

Detect
Web Threat Detection includes built in capabilities that enable you to
start leveraging it for fraud detection immediately upon deployment.
The solution comes with a sizable, out of the box library of FI-specific
alerts that can be customized and expanded to adapt to your needs.
Clickstream elements along with WTD threat scores and imported data
files (e.g., positive and negative IP lists) can be used to fine tune out of
the box rules or configure new ones. Web Threat Detection rules can be
created and deployed in seconds and can be applied to any page on the
site – not just transaction and login pages.
In addition, WTD calculates threat scores for common attacks types
including Man-in-the-Middle/Man-in-the-Browser, robotic attacks and
unusual parameters as well as anomalous behavior. Threat scores for
anomalous behavior are calculated by a scoring engine that builds
statistical models based on crowd behavior to identify typical or expected
behavior. Each web session is analyzed in relation to how well it fits the
typical profile. In this way, behavior atypical for the site (e.g., an
improbable page transition or activity sequence) is identified and can be
reviewed.
However the initial, out of the box detection and response capabilities
are simply a foundation. Each time you view something through the lens
of WTD, you gain a better grasp of your organization’s fraud landscape, in
turn providing you with a greater ability to address that landscape using
Web Threat Detection’s flexible and robust rules engine. The cycle is
continuous, enabling you to keep pace with an ever-evolving threat
landscape.

Review
WTD “sessionizes” web traffic, allowing you to drill down into individual
web sessions and visitors. You can follow their progress in real time
throughout the entire session from anonymous browsing to
authentication and beyond. This Behavioral Intelligence drives the
Detect-Review-Respond cycle.
The solution captures and visualizes all elements in the clickstream
including header details, POST arguments, cookies, geo location and
custom extracted variables. This click-level visibility allows you see exactly
how bad actors are navigating your site, insight that can enable
detection before a fraudulent transaction is attempted or passed to an
authentication solution for additional context and smarter decisioning.
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The ability to drill down into individual web sessions, anonymous visitors
and even traffic by page can significantly reduce the level of time and
effort required to investigate suspected fraud. The intuitive user interface
has been designed specifically to make manual review faster and easier
and allows fraud investigators to drill down in just a few clicks. The
Search feature supports custom queries for additional insight into your
fraud landscape and the bad actors that litter it.
WTD is truly a Big Data solution, capturing, visualizing and making
available all data elements in each click on your website. Web Threat
Detection makes what could be an overwhelming amount of information
available in a consumable format for use by investigators. The wealth of
consumable intelligence available at an investigator’s fingertips
significantly increases the quality and accuracy of these reviews as well.

Beyond impacting day to day operations by facilitating manual reviews,
total visibility into online user behavior can provide a deep
understanding of your online threat landscape. Are you vulnerable to
attacks from particular parts of the world? Is there a loophole in your
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money movement or profile update process that allows site users to
transact from accounts not their own? Are payments or transfers
originating from the mobile channel more likely to be fraudulent? WTD
enables you to group online activity by IP, user or individual web session,
so that you can rapidly identify fraudulent or malicious IPs, users and
patterns and pinpoint exactly how fraud is being conducted.
In addition, clickstream data, cases and alerts from Web Threat Detection
can be exported to external applications including email, syslog and case
management or to support enhanced decisioning or additional analysis
(e.g., in an authentication solution or data warehouse) or for additional
analysis.

“[Web Threat Detection]
enables us to identify and
shut down potentially
fraudulent events in
minutes vs. hours.”
RW, CIO LARGE PERSONAL AND BUSINESS
BANKING SERVICES

Respond
Your organization can leverage this visibility to identify and respond to
fraud through Web Threat Detection’s powerful and customizable rules
engine. These clickstream elements are available as inputs to the rules
engine which in turn generates custom, real-time alerts and responses.
As noted earlier, WTD includes an out of the box rules library with
FI-specific alerts and responses that can be customized and expanded. As
your understanding of your fraud landscape grows, you can create more
sophisticated and targeted rules that address your individual needs.
For example, an organization may choose to respond differently to
potential fraud generated by a bot than potential fraud generated by an
individual. You could create a rule that immediately sends an IP to the
WAF if a high velocity score in combination with multiple hits on a single
transaction page indicates the strong likelihood of a robotic attack. On
the other hand, this same organization may want to divert an IP with
multiple login attempts to a customer service page while the fraud
analyst investigates. Web Threat Detection allows you to maintain
absolute control over how you treat your customers – and how you treat
criminals.
The ability to use elements in the clickstream as rule inputs provides you
with an unmatched ability to identify and respond to fraudulent and
disruptive online behavior otherwise not visible.
Adding to this capability, calculated threat scores for Man-in-the-Middle/
Man-in-the-Browser, velocity, unusual parameters and anomalous
behavior are also available as rule inputs.
Finally, you can reference external data files such as positive and negative
lists and customer profile information (e.g., high value or new accounts)
and use them as conditions of a rule.
You can also leverage RSA data feeds in rules including
––IP - IP-addresses-of proxies/SOCKS, RDPs, open source proxies, bad IPs,
and fraudster IPs that are commonly found in cybercrime and fraudsterpublished lists
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––Email Address - compromised or otherwise suspect email-addresses
from a number of sources
––e-Commerce Item Drops - physical mailing addresses to which
‘reshipping mules’ accept items purchased with stolen payment cards
––Banking Mule Accounts - bank accounts used to receive funds from
compromised accounts
––Credit Card Store Previews - partial information from compromised
credit cards offered for sale in an underground credit card shop
––Compromised Credit Cards - compromised credit/debit card numbers
traced in the underground and in open source
This provides additional context and gives your organization even more
control over your fraud detection strategy. RSA FraudAction intelligence
feeds make Web Threat Detection an even more powerful anti-fraud
solution.

The ability use elements in the clickstream as
rule inputs provides you with an unmatched
ability to identify and respond to fraudulent and
disruptive online behavior otherwise not visible.

The wealth of information available for rule writing offers limitless
possibilities so that you can align your alerts and responses to your
individual fraud landscape. Custom rules enable you to identify the bad
actors and online activities targeting your site in real time, allowing you
to identify not only the activities that you want to stop but those that
you want to allow. You can draft rules that alert you to the activities that
most negatively impact your site, removing entirely the concept of “alert
fatigue.”

Detect-Review-Respond: A Virtuous Cycle
The Detect-Review-Respond cycle is a “virtuous” one – each time your
organization identifies potential fraud and progresses through the cycle
you get a better understanding of your threat landscape and your site’s
vulnerabilities. This increases your ability to create and customize rules
that will identify and respond to the threats targeting your site in a way
that supports your organization’s risk tolerance and business priorities.
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This feedback loop is also the way that Web Threat Detection allows you to
keep up with an ever-evolving fraud landscape. Web Threat Detection rules
can be written and deployed in seconds, meaning that your organization
can respond in near real-time to emerging fraud. This flexible, rapidresponse approach significantly limits the success of fraudsters targeting
your site, encouraging them to set their sights elsewhere.

Detect

Behavioral
Intelligence
Respond

Review

Online Threat Detection and Response In Real-Time
Web Threat Detection offers almost immediate time to value. Rule
creation is simple and fast, meaning that you can respond quickly to new
and emerging threats exposed through clickstream analysis. WTD also
significantly decreases time spent investigating potential fraud and other
disruptive behavior with powerful data visualization and streamlined
workflow. Finally, because Web Threat Detection monitors all website
traffic on a dedicated server rather than sitting inline, there is no impact
on site performance or need to tag individual web pages.
Web Threat Detection provides the visibility needed to gain a deep and
nuanced understanding of your organization’s threat landscape and the
online activities that negatively impact revenue. WTD’s clickstream
analytics and customizable alerts and responses allow you to identify
and stop online fraud behaviors, before they drain revenue and inflict
damage on your brand.
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